What Is Technical Writing, Anyway? by Tebeaux, Elizabeth
What is Technical Writing Anyway? 
	
	After nearly four decades of teaching technical writing in an English Department, I ask you to forgive me:  I am tired of English Departments.  I have finally realized that few literature faculty have any concept of technical writing—what it means and why they should care.  Those of us who are veteran technical communication faculty may have studied literature in pursuing graduate work or have literature degrees.  Yet we know the difference between technical communication and literature and find that anyone who teaches communication-based topics should know the difference.  But, they don’t.  And, many of these colleagues do not fully understand how rhetoric underpins any type of writing.   Answering the question, What is technical writing anyway” is the focus of this paper.  I want to explain why ignoring principles of technical writing needs to be changed  for students from the middle grades through college. 
 The Problem:  the Word Technical and the Word Writing 
	For example, a colleague who focuses on women’s studies told me that her students would not be interested in reviewing any books that deal with rhetoric.  When I asked why, she told me that “we focus on theories pertinent to women’s issues.”  I then commented that rhetoric had to be part of the persuasive choices of ideas, not to mention words, sentences, paragraphs, and visuals.  She looked at me like I had just arrived from another planet.  “Great ideas don’t involve rhetoric,” she stated.  ”They speak for themselves.” (I mentioned that enrollment in women’s studies was sliding, while demand for our technical writing coursed was climbing.)  She ignored that statement, so I tried again. 
 	“Your ideas, if you want them to be accepted, have to be crafted with the readers you want to persuade uppermost in your development of your thesis and support for it”.  She gave me a vague smile and said that women’s studies were far beyond “technical” writing because our department should not have to teach writing to engineers.  Needless to say, I recognized that I wasn’t making any difference in how she perceived the need for more technical communication faculty.  
	The real problem is that technical writing is still held in contempt by most English faculty.  As another literature faculty member told me, “you can teach technical writing with one had tied behind your back.  Well, anyone can write a letter, and reports are just like essays.”  When he showed me several examples, I saw the problem:  he saw that TW reports just followed examples in the text.  The students did not have to perform any rhetorical analysis or apply the results of that analysis to the content of their reports.  For example, one student report explained why the Undergraduate Student Association wanted to launch a fall break.  The perspective of various levels of administrators was ignored, as the student writer talked about his need for a fall break.  The paper received a B- based on a number of surface errors, and the faculty member noted several “awkward” sentences. The tone of all the reports lacked maturity and appropriateness for a senior administrators as the university.
	From a readability perspective, the “report” seemed unacceptable.  I asked him: “Who is/are the reader(s)?  What’s their attitude toward this topic?  What does the student want to happen as a result of this report?”  My colleague stated that the goal of the assignment was to write a report, and that faculty readers would see the point of the report.  In other words, the student had to write a report on a specific topic.  End of discussion.  Most literature research books carefully explain the theory in the mind of the writer, but trying to explain it to readers poses another question. 
	Even my graduate students from departments such as history—enrolled for my doctoral course in Writing for Publication-- don’t see that planning the dissertation reflects the same steps as that of an engineering dissertation.  One history student this fall said that as a historian, he didn’t need to use headings and subheadings, as those were for “technical documents.”  I showed him a recent book, The Flowering of a Tradition:  Technical in the English Renaissance, and asked him if the book was technical or historical.  His only comment: “:the headings clutter the page.”  “How, I asked?  All your texts use headings/subheadings to organize the content”.  “Well, that’s not true in history articles.”  I immediately pulled our two history of science documents and showed him how the headings gave meaning and organization to the content.  He shrugged:  “it’s just not the same, ”he remarked glumly. 
	The currently accepted rhetorical approach to the development of technical writing documents emerged from the work of James Mathes and Dwight Stevenson in the 1970’s [1]  with input from John Harris of Brigham Young University and John Mitchell from Amherst.  The early technical writing texts in the early years of the 20th century were arhetorical and emphasized templates for instructions, technical description, letter types, and analysis of topics. One example I remember required students to describe a wooden pencil and then a clothes pen!   No audience, no real purpose, and today sadly out of date because of CAD.  Many new facultyforced to teach technical writing because they needed a job, never bothered to really learn the meaning of technical writing, study some of the early publications about it from The Technical Writing Teacher and Journal of Technical Writing and Communication.  Some of us did just that and found an increasing number of articles explaining how to teach various topics associated with technical writing, along with additional articles on the importance of technical writing in the workplace and the kinds of writing most often required. [2] 
In addition, we found opportunities to perform real technical writing to improve our knowledge of what we were trying to teach.  Unfortunately, “real” technical writers joined STC, which treated English majors with Ph.D.s with indifference.  At that time, the 1960’s and 1970’s, many people involved in STC were former military men (and I do mean MEN) who felt that experience was the best and, really, the only means of preparing to become a technical writer.  Several of this group were wonderful mentors to those of us who were just emerging from graduate school and actually wanted a career teaching technical writing.  I can remember my early years learning technical writing and sending memos to different people asking them to call me if I could help them.  These were the days before email.
Now, however, in 2015, we have communication technology, not just email, and rhetoric has become even more important.  Because of information overload, we have more to read than we can possibly absorb, and rhetoric has included information design—format, layout, and typography.  Actually, thanks to Peter Ramus, information design became critical in the 16th century.  Understanding how to use these three makes an enormous difference, but bad things happen when rhetoric is ignored:  




Explorations Senior Board Members and Faculty,
I would like to present some ideas I have about how to make the board run more smoothly once we have our new editors finalized. First off, Tammis has suggested that we elect a secretary to take meeting minutes. This is a great idea as this person could also be responsible for sending out the meeting summaries that were previously sent out by Dr. Datta and Tammis. Next, we are just getting started and it seems like we have come up with many new ideas of how to be proactive in advertising the journal, making it more competitive and unique. In order to accomplish this we are going to have to get organized quickly. The way I envision the board working is similar to the way congress conducts business. I believe very broad topics such as advertising/marketing should be addressed by the entire board as a group but divided up into committees. For example, a student advertising/marketing committee, faculty advertising/marketing committee (I don't mean committee run by faculty but rather advertising aimed at campus faculty), satellite campus committee etc. These smaller committees could be composed of probably two junior editors, a senior editor, and perhaps a faculty member for advisement. One person would be appointed the head of that committee (not necessarily the senior editor). I think this will divide the workload and allow us to be productive in multiple directions simultaneously. Obviously, advertisement will not be the only task we will be working on so other committees could be formed with the same concept. However, smaller more specialized jobs, such as layout and design, can be the responsibility of a few people rather than the entire board. And we also need a proposal committee, which could be comprised of our faculty members. The point is to not have 15 committees running around with huge overlap in personnel but rather attack issues and goals in an organized manor to ensure that they are accomplished. Let’s not make this complicated. It needs to be simple and direct or it will fall apart. What I would like from all of you is input into this idea and possibly other areas that need to be covered besides advertisement and layout that we will be addressing. Also, if you have any other ideas for jobs that would be best suited for a single person, such as the secretary previously mentioned, please let me know. Sorry this is a long email. I just wanted to get the ideas out before we start the meetings with out new board members. I know its hard to believe but we are one third done with this semester. Official call for proposals will be coming quickly.
Cheers,
Xxxxx
					.    .   .   .   .   .   
	Do you know what the email says?  How many times did you have to read it?  Did you read it at all?  At our meeting, the writer was dismayed that no one read his email!  During the remainder of the meeting, I revised it and sent the email back to him.  He read my revision and told me later that he now realized why no one was reading his email, but he didn’t know how to do better and had avoided taking technical writing.  He had made A’s in English in high school and in freshman English.  Do you see the disconnect here?
	My revision: 

SUBJECT:  Suggestions for Better Organization of Explorations and use of Meeting Time
Exploration Senior Board Members and Faculty
1.	 First elect a secretary to take meeting minutes. 
      Tammis suggested this idea, and having a secretary would help members who can’t always attend every meeting. 





3.	Establish a Layout and Design committee
This committee could begin working on the cover, major features, and overall design.  
4.	 Make the Proposal  Committee a Formal Committee
Our faculty advisors should chair this committee until we can decide on the best proposal format.  I also suggest that we consider the template for articles.  Students whose proposals have been accepted need to know what the submitted article should include.  Perhaps we should place this template on the Explorations website.
Let’s discuss this at our next meeting.  
Cheers,
xxxxx
				.    .     .     .     .     .     .     .
	I didn’t intend to embarrass the student, but I told him that “nobody wants to read what you write,” and getting people to read what you write means you have to use good content design, good organization, conciseness, and typography that draws the reader to your message.  That meeting yielded the subtitle of Essentials of Technical Communication [ 3], which repeats that message throughout the book:  Nobody wants to read what you write, and they will read only what they have to read.  
	The next example shows again the problems we have in writing that does not communicate: it does not capture readers’ attention: 
	
Running Brook Neighbors:  				                                    12 December 2012

Subject:  Running Brook Subdivision Market (RBSM) Fund 
I have been remiss in reporting the status of RBSM fund.  In the past, an oral report was delivered at the annual subdivision picnic.  I did not make such a report at the last picnic, since I felt the information should to knows to all RB residents and not just to picnic attendees.  The report for 2011-1012 will be distributed with the flyers that announce the 2003 Running Brook picnic.  Since the subdivision has several new families, a historical element was added to this report. 
The POA supplies each subdivision with a marker which generally is located in the middle of a small landscaped area.  Maintenance, decoration and any embellishment of the marker area is the responsibility of the residents of the subdivision.  Resident involvement in the care of the RBSM began in December 1999 when a waterline and meter were installed at a cost of $450.00 and obligation to pay an annual water usage fee was assumed.  The fee allows for consumption of 4,0000 galls of water each month.  Water consumption above 4000 gallons incurs an additional charge, an event thathas occurred during the hot summer months of the past three years.  The fee has increased from $106.98 to $123.30 over the past three years and is paid from my checking account every two months throughout the entire  year. 
As of October, 2005, cost of care of the marker was $711.34 (waterline and mater, water usage, plants and landscaping material).  This cost was defrayed by donations amounting to $705.00 from 70% of the residents, and money ( $123.78) from the 1999 picnic.  The account had a positive balance of $116.44 ($828.78 minus $712.34).
Expenditures for the period October 2000 through October 2001, included water usage ($126.72) and plants ($887.6) for a total of $215.48.  For a time, the account had a negative balance of $99.04.  Donations amounting to $245.00 were received from only 16 of the 62 families (25%) in the subdivision.  The account was healthy again with a positive balance of $145.96. 
Expenditures for the period October 2001 through October 2002 were $230.12 (water usage $372) and plants, fertilizer, hat, pumpkins, etc. $93.Once again, the fund had a negative balance (84.16).  Recent donations from 9 resident totaled $135.00.  The current fund balance is $50.84. 
Projected cost from now until next October include water ($123.30) and plants in the Spring and Fall ($90.00-$100.00) or approximately $250.00.  It is clear that the present fund balance will not support these costs.  Accordingly, contributions are needed.  The treasurer for the fund is Joann Fields.  Hopefully, every RB family will participate.  I think it is fair to say that the degree of participation is a measure of the RB community spirit.  
Seasons Greetings, 
Charles Fields 
2 Roaring Brook, phone 933-3314, e-mail cfields@earthlink, net. 

	Dr. Fields, a retired surgeon, had been struggling with the fund supported by those living in Encantado.  To keep the entrance attractive with plants which have to be maintained, he has to ask residents for money to keep the area watered and plants replaced, when needed.  What do you see in this one-page communication?  For one thing, people are not contributing to the maintenance fund, which is about empty.  
	I must admit that when I saw this document in a drawer of the kitchen of a Running Brook home we purchased, I ignored it.  Then one day, several months later, Dr. Fields’ mentioned that the fund was empty.  At that point, I forced myself to read the document and decided to revise it. The document is still one page, but this time when residents found it in their mail boxes, they read it!  Donations began to arrive in the Fagan’s mail box as he wished.  
	My revision, which is still used from time to time, appears with the numbers changed:   

Running Brook Marker Fund Needs Your Donations
The Problem 

	Our marker maintenance fund currently has a balance of $50.84.  Our projected maintenance cost this year is $250.00.  

	Since 2000, the number of residents contributing has dropped  from 70% to only 9 residents**.  Without contributions, maintenance cannot occur. 

How You Can Help 

Please contact LuAnn Fagan, treasurer, at 922-3314  or cjfields@earthlink.com (​mailto:cjfields@earthlink.com​).  Or, you can mail her a check made out to the Running Brook Marker Fund, for $10.  This amount will cover the cost of water, plants, and maintenance.  Any money left over will be applied to next year’s maintenance.  










Information for New Running Brook Residents 

Each subdivision in HSV has a marker that denotes the entrance to the subdivision.  The HSV Property Owners’ Associations provides the markers, but residents must maintain and decorate the area surrounding the marker.  

A few years ago, we installed a waterline and meter.  Water costs have increased, particularly during the summer.  Other expenses include plants, fertilizer, hay, and pumpkins.  

Keeping our marker area well maintained provides a positive first impression of our neighborhood.  


Contact Information—Give us a call if you have questions

Charles and Linda Fields




After teaching writing for nearly four decades, I have wondered why I see so much bad writing from well-educated people.  By bad writing, I mean writing that lacks readability and does not interest readers.  So they ignore the document and/or the message.  I have several huge folders of memoranda and now emails that exhibited linear, undifferentiated text that has not been read or read carelessly and ignored.  Good writing achieves its goals.  Many of these documents contain important information, but you have to search for it.  And fewer and fewer readers are willing to skim, much least read undifferentiated linear text.  The example below, a poorly designed email, confused the intended readers.  I volunteered to revise the email so that the writer, an insurance company employee, could receive the information she needed to fund the repairs on a home that had been flooded by a pipe break.  Compare the original with the revision.  Also note the difference in typeface.  Research in document design has shown that serif type (like times new roman) is much more readable than sanserif type (like aerial or Tahoma) [5] the typeface used in the original email: 
-----Original Message-----
> From: Rachel D Lein [mailto:rachel.lein@hpcs.com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 5:11 PM
> To: xtremecarpets@yahoo.com.: James Taylor Claim #3000063156 (​callto:3000063156​)-1-3
> Cc: ClaimsDocuments; James Taylor
> Hello,
> 
> I have completed the review of the mitigation invoice for the above mentioned claim and am issuing a payment for the undisputed amount of > $10,411.01 with the following deductions applied: 
> --Deducting line items for plastic bags as bags are already included within the line items of demo: ex: Tear out wet carpet pad and bag for disposal, etc. (-$453.73) --Foyer - changed extraction to account for hard surface (-$14.52) --Master Bedroom - The sketch is not accounting for door openings - using field adjusters measurement for drywall removed of 57.59 lf (-$11.31) Adjuster antimicrobial application to account for door opening (-$1.92) Field adjusters photos show no furniture blocked or padded in this room.
> Farmers agrees to pay for 2 hours contents manipulation (-$177.93) --Master bath - Floor measurement appear to not account for the tub/shower and vanity areas. Using field adjusters measurement of 87sf for floor measurements (-$87.95) --Stairway - the field adjusters measurement for the drywall removed in this area is 392.17 sf vs. 606.39 as invoiced (-$128.53) Changed application of anti microbial to match (-$34.28) Please provide photo to support trim in stairway, this is not a common charge and field adjusters estimate does not support (-$3.78) --Bathroom - Flooring measurement does not account for tub or vanity area.
> Using field adjusters measurement of 25 sf (-$14.70) --Living room / Dining room - Field adjusters photos do not support blocking & padding of furniture. Farmers agrees to pay for 4 hours contents manipulation based on photos provided. (-$355.86) --Wet Bar - field adjusters measurement and photos support the vanity was 1.5lf vs. 4 as invoiced (-$11.85) --Downstairs Bath - floor measurement does not account for vanity or tub area. Using field adjusters measurement of 29.5 sf (-$35.04) Field adjuster paid for toilet detach - deducted charge to avoid duplicate payment
> (-$15.78) Field adjusters photos show vanity, sink & faucet were not detached. Please provide photo support (-$37.86) Field adjusters measurement for drywall removed in this room is 51.46 sf vs. 118 as invoiced (-$39.92) Changed application of antimicrobial measurement to match affected area measurement per previous changes (-$42.73) --Down stairs Bedroom - Field adjusters photos show the base still in place
> (-$12.96) Field adjusters photos does not support block and pad of furniture in this room. Farmers agrees to pay for 1 hour contents manipulation (-$192.14) --The field adjuster has no mention of the crawl space being affected. No replacement of materials in estimate. Please provide photos to support demo and equipment set (-$2201.18) --O&P - Please provide sub invoices to support this work was sub contracted out to support this charge (-$3,628.08) --Equipment - the field adjusters photos on 3/12 show 4 dehus and 9 air movers in the house. vs. 12 dehus and 35 air movers invoiced. No structural readings, photos or psychrometric calculations provided to support the amount of equipment that was invoiced. Farmers agrees to pay for 3 XL & 1 L large dehu and 31 air moves based on the following:
> Upstairs 1332.50 sf x 8 = 10660 cf/50 (class 2 ) = 213.20 AHAM pints; Down stairs 497.61 sf  x 8 = 3980.88 cf / 50 (class 2) = 79.62 AHAM pints;
> 1829.11 sf / 60 = 30.49 air movers (-$429.44 air movers) (-$3424.81 dehus) 
> If you have additional information to help support any of the deducted charges, please send to me for supplemental consideration.
> 
> Sincerely,
> Rachel Lein, AIS, AINS
> Property Restoration Field Coordinator	> Email:  rachel.lein@HPCS.com
<Farmers Insurance Company, Inc.     > Cell: (503) 396-0211 (​callto:503)%20396-0211​)  >Fax: (503) 432-1111
	Below is the revision I sent to the contractor so that he could see what Farmers needed.  Either astricts or bullets will work, depending on your email program: 
​-----Revised Message-----
> From: Rachel D Lein [mailto:rachel.lein@hpcs.com] 
> Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 5:11 PM
> To: xtremecarpets@yahoo.com
> Cc: ClaimsDocuments; Jene Tebeaux
> Subject: Tebeaux Claim #3000063156 (​callto:3000063156​)-1-3
 Hello,
 
I have completed the review of the mitigation invoice for the above mentioned claim and am issuing a payment for the undisputed amount of  $10,411.01 with the following deductions applied:
 
_______*Deducting line items for plastic bags as bags are already included within the line items of demo: ex: Tear out wet carpet pad and bag for disposal, etc. (-$453.73) 
_______*Foyer:  changed extraction to account for hard surface (-$14.52) 
_______*Master Bedroom:  The sketch is not accounting for door openings
_______* using field adjusters measurement for drywall removed of 57.59 lf (-$11.31) Adjuster anti-microbial application to account for door opening (-$1.92). Field adjusters photos show no furniture blocked or padded in this room.
_______*Farmers agrees to pay for 2 hours contents manipulation (-$177.93) 
_______*Master bath - Floor measurement appear to not account for the tub/shower and vanity areas. Using field adjusters measurement of 87sf for floor measurements (-$87.95)
_______ *Stairway - the field adjusters measurement for the drywall removed in this area is 392.17 sf vs. 606.39 as invoiced (-$128.53) Changed application of anti microbial to match (-$34.28) 
NOTE:  Please provide photo to support trim in stairway, this is not a common charge and field adjusters estimate does not support (-$3.78) 
_______*Bathroom - Flooring measurement does not account for tub or vanity area.
Using field adjusters measurement of 25 sf (-$14.70) --Living room / Dining room
 _______*Field adjusters photos do not support blocking & padding of furniture. Farmers agrees to pay for 4 hours contents manipulation based on photos provided. (-$355.86) 
_______*Wet Bar: field adjusters measurement and photos support the vanity was 1.5lf vs. 4 as invoiced   (-$11.85)
 _______*Downstairs Bath - floor measurement does not account for vanity or tub area. Using field adjusters measurement of 29.5 sf (-$35.04) Field adjuster paid for toilet detach
 ________*Deducted charge to avoid duplicate payment  (-$15.78) Field adjusters photos show vanity, sink & faucet were not detached. 
NEEDED:  Please provide photo support (-$37.86).   Field adjusters measurement for drywall removed in this room is 51.46 sf vs. 118 as invoiced (-$39.92) Changed application of  anti microbial measurement to match affected area measurement per previous changes (-$42.73)
_______*Down stairs Bedroom 
_______*Field adjusters photos show the base still in place
 (-$12.96) Field adjusters photos does not support block and pad of charge (-$3,628.08)-Equipment - the field adjusters photos on 3/12 show 4 dehus and 9 air movers in the house. vs. 12 dehus and 35 air movers invoiced. No structural readings, photos or psychrometric calculations provided to support the amount of equipment that was invoiced. Farmers  agrees to pay for 3 XL & 1 L large dehu and 31 air moves based on the following:
 _______* Upstairs 1332.50 sf x 8 = 10660 cf/50 (class 2 ) = 213.20 AHAM pints; Down stairs
       497.61 sf  x 8   = 3980.88 cf / 50 (class 2) = 79.62 revision typography I used was conservative—asterisks vs. bullets—but bullets would have made the list of items clear AHAM pints;
       1829.11 sf / 60 = 30.49 air movers (-$429.44 air movers) (-$3424.81 dehus)
If you have additional information to help support any of the deducted charges, please send to me for supplemental consideration.
 
 Sincerely,
 Rachel Lein, AIS, AINS
 Property Restoration Field Coordinator
 Cell: (503) 396-0211 (​callto:503)%20396-0211​)
 Fax: (877) 217-1389 (​callto:877)%20217-1389​)
 Email:  rachel.lein@HPCS.com




Nevertheless, when I sent this revision to the contractor, he understood the questions from Farmers. And everyone got paid. 
  
How Did We Get in This Mess?
	I recently encountered a book by a well-known middle-school teacher, Nancie Atwell [6].  What I noticed as I purused her book of 600+ pages is the lack of rhetoric. (Good grief!  She won a $10,000 teaching award, so how could it avoid rhetoric?!) The book is about writing, most of it creative writing, targeting middle-school students.  The focus of the book is invention, with a range of curious methods designed to help middle-school students find something to say and not get “turned off.”  Many student examples became poetry, but the only audience was Ms. Atwell.  The assignment had no rhetorical stance—no purpose, no audience, and no context.  Students had to “do the assignment.”  
	The reality of this instructional method explained to me why so many adults write only linear text, as illustrated in the examples above.  Since readers who have not studied technical communication don’t understand the complexity of the rhetorical stance, they assume that whatever they write will be read.  Here’s another example.  
	One of our women’s studies faculty who thinks rhetoric has no value, developed a one-page “advertisement” for our graduate program.  I’m sure you know what happened:  nobody read this one-page document.  It had no title, and the photo of the building doesn’t necessarily have any relationship to the content, an undifferentiated blob of text.  As another colleague told me later, “What a waste of money.”  Well, at least somebody besides me saw that this advertisement wasn’t going to work.  In fact, we had fewer applications than the year before.  
	One of my jobs has been to help students who are applying for major scholarships, such as the Goldwater Scholarships.  In working with these very bright students, I find that most of them think they have a captive audience.  One student who really did have a great research idea refused to revise his proposal.  He finally “got the message” after the Associate Dean of Engineering told him to listen to what I was saying. By the way, he crammed the proposal into one page that had no title and no paragraphs.
	One other example:  When our neighborhood decided to establish a recycling program, the committee developed a one-page “announcement,”  no title and one page of blocked text.   It didn’t work, and my honors technical writing class decided on a small 4”x 5” instructional sticker included with the recycle bags.  The sticker is a bright yellow, and mistakes in sorting have almost stopped.  Now, everybody on our street recycles.  In short, technical writing can make a huge difference.
	Technical writing is about writing that has to achieve goals.  Some people say it’s “writing for the world of work, but it’s really writing for readers who are “turned off” by writing that is difficult to read and understand.  Thus, when we say that, we are adopting the rhetorical stance, and we are thinking of our readers and designing our messages to encourage them to read and remember what we have said.  In short, technical writing—remember the word “technical” comes from “technique,”  and good writing must employ design and formatting technique to get our readers’ attention.  Decisions on both must respond to the context in which the document will be read.
In poetry, poets like George Herbert and William Carlos Williams used design to capture readers.  Poetry is writing; thus technical writing works like design on some kinds of poetry to capture readers. 
	I know I have included probably too many examples in this paper, but I will be willing to bet that you have looked at them, read/skimmed most of them, and hopefully understand that technical writing is not a waste of time. I hope that you will copy the examples and show your students.  Ask them what they think.  
The Next Big Challenge
	As I approach retirement, I have found myself working with a science colleague in California.  Her challenge—in fact everybody’s challenge—is getting elementary and middle school students interested in science by way of “writing science.”  Students  are provided a science topic and several articles about the topic.  They have to answer questions about each short article, and then develop their findings into a technical report.  Our goal is to interest students in a topic and then help them write their report.  Sounds easy, but in the examples my science colleague showed me, much work seems to be waiting for us.  What we need is science-based writing assignments that build on the fundamentals of good writing.  That is, once students have done their reading, answered questions related to the articles, and derived conclusions/recommendations, they must write their report to express their strategy and findings.  However, we must have research assignments that interest students, and reports that are at least beginning to look professional.  My last example illustrates what I mean and is well on the way to teaching the students how to be good writers with a minimum of research, use visuals correctly, show how to write major elements of reports, which they will need to learn to do sooner than later. 




This report serves as a guide to answer any questions Glendale citizens may have about the effects of radon in their homes. As many citizens are becoming more concerned about the presence of radon in their homes, all city employees must be aware of radon’s toxicity and sources A list of frequently asked questions is included, as well as a summary of key facts about radon.  The information for this report was found using the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) website.  The EPA has been researching radon for at least 15 years; therefore, the facts listed below are accurate and reliable.
What is radon?
Radon is a gaseous radioactive element developed from radium.  Radon is extremely toxic and usually present as a colorless gas; however, radon can be condensed to a transparent liquid.  
Where does radon come from?
Radon is the decay product of radium and is found in almost all rocks, soil, and water.  The amount of radon in rocks, soil, and water depends on each material’s chemistry, which will vary for each community.  
How does radon enter the home?
The amount of radon that escapes from these natural materials and enters the home depends on weather, soil porosity and moisture, as well as the suction within the house.  Suction is created within the house as air in the house warms and rises to leak out the attic openings and upper floor windows. The leaking air produces a small suction at the lowest level of the house, pulling the radon out of the soil and into the house.
What is the average amount of radon found in homes in the United States?









	Zone 1 counties have a predicted average indoor radon screening level greater than 4 pCi/L (picocuries per liter) (red zones)	Highest Potential
	Zone 2 counties have a predicted average indoor radon screening level between 2 and 4 pCi/L(orange zones)	Moderate Potential
	Zone 3 counties have a predicted average indoor radon screening level less than 2 pCi/L (yellow zones)	Low Potential
Figure 1:  Map of radon zones1
How can I test the levels of radon in my home?
The National Radon Program Services at Kansas State University offers discounted test kits available to purchase online to test the amount of radon in any home. A test kit order form is available electronically to be printed out and mailed or faxed in. The website http://sosradon.org/test-kits (​http:​/​​/​sosradon.org​/​test-kits​) contains more information about testing kits for radon in households.
How can I reduce the amount of radon in my home?
The amount of radon in a house can be reduced by checking with the state radon office to choose a qualified radon mitigation contractor.  A homeowner can also contact private radon proficiency programs for a list of privately certified radon professionals. State radon contacts can be found at http://www.epa.gov/radon/whereyoulive.html (​http:​/​​/​www.epa.gov​/​radon​/​whereyoulive.html​).
Is radon exposure dangerous?
According to the EPA, radon is a serious health problem.  Scientists believe radon exposure is the second leading cause of lung cancer, with smoking being the first leading cause.  When radon decays, it shoots off alpha particles, which are small, heavy, electrically charged, sub-atomic particles consisting of two protons and two neutrons.  Once an alpha particle strikes the chromosomes in a lung cell, it can alter the way that cell reproduces.  Since every person has a different immune system, radon does not affect everyone the same.
Where can I get more information about radon and its effects?
More information about radon health risks can be found at the following website:  http://epa.gov/radon/healthrisks.html (​http:​/​​/​epa.gov​/​radon​/​healthrisks.html​).
The radon hotlines are also toll free resources:
	1-800-SOSRADON (1-800-767-7236)* Purchase radon test kits by phone.
	1-800-55RADON (557-2366)* Get live help for your radon questions.
	1-800-644-6999* Radon Fit-It Hotline. For general information on fixing or       reducing the radon level in your home.
Summary
Radon, a gaseous radioactive element derived from radium, is the first leading cause of lung cancer among non-smokers. Overexposure to this element is responsible for about 21,000 lung cancer deaths per year.  Therefore, homeowners must be cognizant of radon levels in their houses as radon can enter based on the amount of suction.  To test the amount of radon in a home, test kits are available to order online and can be obtained also through state radon contacts.  Once tested, the level of radon can be reduced by contacting a qualified radon mitigation contractor.  If a citizen feels he or she has been affected by hazardous levels of radon, a health professional must be contacted immediately.  
1 SOURCE:  http://epa.gov/radon/ (​http:​/​​/​epa.gov​/​radon​/​​)

And Then There Was Theory…
Technical Writing found itself caught up in the battle for theory, along with literature, when the post-modernist, post-colonialist theorists came forward with the intent of sounding intelligent, thoroughly academic, with no sense of practical value. Now we have a plethora of stuff for articles:

> ·      What new or emerging theoretical perspectives can guide our work?  How can we mix and merge these new perspectives with more conventional ones to engage in effective research and in sharing information with different audiences?
> 
> ·      How is critical theory defined and used in relation to the study of medical and health communication?  Are there differences in definition or application that can hinder collaboration?
> 

> ·      How can critical theory expand our understanding of audience in relation to healthcare/medical professionals, to patients, and to greater society?
> 
> 
> ·      Cross-disciplinary, transdisciplinary, interdisciplinary are all buzzwords.  How are we defining and approaching them?  How can we make partnerships associated with these ideas and approaches work for us?
> 
> ·      What current methods need to be expanded?  What methods should we move away from and why?  What methods should we seek to explore or include?
 
> ·      How are different national legal systems and different cultural value systems affecting communication practices in an age of globalization?
> 
> ·      How do we need to re-think our approaches to research to better include audiences from different cultures and nations?
> 
> ·      How can and will the international spread of online media and hand-held information communication technologies affect the collection and dissemination of health and medical information in the future?

And, the lost goes on and on.  The answer:  none of these topics make any difference.  I often wonder how many of the technical writing people writing these ever had more than a general education science course.  As one physician mentioned at the health science center where, as a consultant, I sometimes help physicians preparing proposals, “our medical students can’t write well, so tell me how “discussions of these topics” makes any difference.  I told him I didn’t know.   But he is correct:  students from elementary grades onward cannot write, but TW faculty have to ruminate about topics like these to show how intellectual we are.  
A suggestion:  Why don’t we begin another “conversation”?  Not only cannot students not write well, a reality we prefer to ignore, but they also many have no knowledge of science.  As a colleague in California told me:  “We need to begin teaching writing and writing about science in the middle grades:  The goal:  to interest students in science and to sustain that interest through high school.  Then, we have a better opportunity of producing science majors in college, who just might become scientists.”  
   
Getting Started on Writing about Science
What we decided to do is as follows:  We have begun put together a simple writing text designed to go with the science problems we collected.  If you go to your library databases and type Next Generation Science Standards, you will find hundreds of articles, many 1-3 pages, which you can read and download to a flash drive.  From those you can begin making a list of topics that will likely interest your students.  Earth science has been ignored for years, but it’s a rich topic.  Showing your students videos of The Big Bend National Park, can’t help but interest them in the issues that the Park shows.  Or you can attend a major science conference in your state and get wonderful ideas from the conferences about how to develop experiments which will yield material for a variety of reports, from elementary students through middle school students.  
We are now working on a middle-school book that focuses on science experiments and assignments that require students to devise an experiment, argue for a conclusion, and report the experiment, the results, their arguments from the experiment.  Many experiments require visuals to depict the work.  Students have to write a technical report of their work.  Currently, we are developing case situations based on 5-6 short articles/topic that require students to analyze readers and purpose and prepare a short memorandum.  
The Rhetoric of Science-Based Writing 
Like the radon report above, the visual rhetoric of the writing helps readers find their way through the report.  The point:  technical writing, even simple documents, can become a visual experience that encourages readers to grasp and follow the purpose of the document.  During my four decades of doing and teaching technical writing, I have found joy in producing documents, many of them important, through the technical artistry of page design, format, and interesting subheads.  Providing middle-school students with fundamentals of technical writing prepares them for high school science and projects that challenge them to develop critical thinking skills.  
As I concluded in a historical study of English style, the canons of style began with format, page design, diction, syntax, and purpose. Yet, as faculty, we have not used these to teach writing.  Today, with the increasing importance of science, we can combine instruction in this approach to teaching writing, albeit technical writing, which makes writing readable and useable. 
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